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(�is tool can be downloaded from http://www.idc.iitb.ac.in/~anirudha/ugt.htm.)

A goal is a commitment that a designer makes to his client or his management. Setting goals
before design gives the team a target to achieve. Goals help guide the design process, make the
design activity tangible, and help evaluate the design. Setting goals early and getting an
agreement from stakeholders is important in the design process.

Unfortunately, design teams are not always clear about the goals of the product or the service
they are designing. Sometimes some team members may be clear, but others in the team may
not be on the same page. Teams o�ten need help in setting usability goals.

�is document describes Usability Goal Setting Tool (UGT). �is tool was developed to help HCI
practitioners set usability goals and evaluate alternative designs against them. By HCI
practitioners, we mean interaction designers, usability experts, user interface designers,
information architects, or anyone else who is involved in design and evaluation of interactive
products. In this document, we call anyone who uses UGT as a goal setter.

In this document, we di�ferentiate between user goals (“enjoy a peaceful vacation”, “ensure a
secure future” or “avoid getting infected by Covid19”), business goals (“reach out to the elderly”,
or “save costs by making transactions seamless”) and product goals (“the progressive web app
will support planning and having a vacation end-to-end”, “everyone should be able make and
receive payment”, or “the EVM should enable each voter to vote without help”). In this
document, we focus on setting product goals. (�e user goals should be discovered through user
studies. �e business goals should be set by a multidisciplinary team led by business
stakeholders.) Further, we focus on the subset of product goals related to the usability and user
experience of the product.

How to use this tool?
UGT helps goal setters specify high-level usability goals and break them down into concrete,
measurable goal parameters. Before starting to use UGT, the goal setter should have a clear
product brief and should have developed su�ficient understanding about the domain, the
problems, the context, and the users. �ere are four steps in UGT: initiate, set goals, review
goals and set evaluation guidelines, and share.

Initiate
UGT begins by helping the goal setter create a product profile (product domain, platform, cost
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etc.) and one or more user profiles (age, familiarity with technology, expected frequency of use
etc.). �e goal setter should fill out Form 1 and Form 2 for this purpose. If the product is targeted
to multiple user profiles, the goal setter should fill out a copy of Form 2 for each user profile.

Set goals
A design appropriate for one context may be very inappropriate for another. Depending on the
context or the targeted user profile, some goals may have high priority, while others might be
irrelevant. UGT presents a list of 30 goal parameters in Form 3. �e goal setter should review
this list and identify a priority for each. In UGT, the goal setter expresses priority to a goal
parameter by assigning it a weight from 0 to 5. �e meanings of the weights are:

● Unique selling point (weight 5): �is goal parameter is the unique selling proposition of
the product. �is goal parameter is among the top 3-4 user experience qualities of this
product. �e success of this product depends on doing well on this parameter. �e tasks
it a�fects may be frequent, critical, or both. �e design must be thoroughly evaluated
against this goal parameter.

● Very important (weight 4): �is goal parameter is one of the top 6-7 user experience
qualities of this product. �e tasks it a�fects may be frequent, critical, or both. �e
design must be evaluated explicitly against this goal parameter before release.

● Important (weight 3): �is parameter is important - among the top 10-12 user experience
qualities of this product. �e tasks it a�fects may be either frequent or critical. �e
product should be evaluated against this goal parameter explicitly unless the evaluators
are convinced that the outcome would be positive. In any case, evaluators must report
any adverse findings related to these goal parameters.

● Usual relevance (weight 2): �is goal parameter is of the usual, vanilla relevance. �is
goal is met commonly and easily in products of this kind. It is not among the top user
experience qualities of this product – not meeting this goal would not be a showstopper.
�e tasks it a�fects are neither frequent nor critical. �e evaluation of this goal
parameter is discretionary – evaluators may choose to skip evaluating the design against
this goal parameter. However, if they do come across any issues related to this goal
parameter, they should report them.

● Somewhat relevant (weight 1): �is goal parameter is only somewhat relevant to the
product. �e tasks it a�fects are neither frequent nor critical. It is unlikely that the
product is evaluated against this goal parameter.

● Irrelevant (weight 0): �e goal parameter is not relevant to the product.

To help the goal setter assign weights, this document provides guidelines for assigning weights
and evaluation. It explains each goal parameter listed in form 3, gives examples where the goal
parameter may be relevant, and makes recommendations for their weights for di�ferent product
and user contexts based on experience in past projects.



�e list of goal parameters suggested in UGT is broad-based and should apply in many
situations. However, it is not supposed to be a comprehensive list and may not cover every
aspect of user experience that may be relevant. �e goal setter has the freedom to edit or
re-word the suggested goal parameter, to group goal parameters di�ferently, and to define new
goal parameters. Similarly, the goal setter has the freedom to assign a di�ferent priority than
the one suggested.

Please note that if the product is targeted to multiple user profiles, user experience goals for
each user profile may be di�ferent – so set a di�ferent goal set for each of them.

Review goals and set evaluation guidelines
A�ter setting weights of goal parameters, it is important to review them. In the first pass, there
is a tendency among goal setters to over-assign priority. As a rule of thumb, goal setters should
assign weight of 3 or more to less than 10-12 goal parameters.

�e goal setter can take an average of the weights that he has assigned to check against these
rules of thumb:

● If the average weight assigned is less than 1.9, the goal setter has perhaps assigned
weights too low. During the review, the goal setter should consider giving higher weight
to some goal parameters – push the 3s to 4s and 4s to 5s.

● If the average weight assigned is between 1.9 to 2.4, the goal setter has been on the lower
side, but not by too much. He has the room to move up a bit if desired, though he does
not have to.

● If the average weight assigned is between 2.4 to 3.4, the goal setter has been balanced.
During the review, the goal setter should ensure that the relative weights of important
goal parameters are right.

● If the average weight assigned is between 3.4 to 3.9, the goal setter seems to think that
every goal parameter is “important” (= 3), but it could be the case in some projects. �e
goal setter may consider pushing weights of some goal parameters.

● If the average weight assigned is more than 3.9, the goal setter has perhaps assigned
weights too high. During the review, the goal setter should consider giving lower weight
to some goal parameters – push the 5s to 4s and 4s to 3s.

During the review, the goal setter should write a justification to explain the priority of each goal
parameter in the context of the project. �e goal setter could also suggest how the design may be
evaluated against each goal parameter, or at least those that were considered important. Some
evaluation ideas are suggested along with the description of each goal parameter in this
document.



Share
�e goal setter should share or present the goal parameter priorities, the justification for the
priorities in the context of the project, and suggestions for evaluating the design against each
goal parameter to all stakeholders. A round of discussion and negotiations could follow. �is will
help bring the stakeholders on the same page about what they are trying to build. (�e online
version of UGT may have features to share and negotiate goals online. For now, this could be
done by sharing the forms on emails.)



Form 1: Product profile
A brief description of the product:

Business goals:

Product version:

Industry domain:

What is the work practice domain of the product?
(Pick all that apply.)

▢ Life critical | ▢ Business critical | ▢ Goal oriented / productivity | ▢ Learning |
▢ Information | ▢ Casual | ▢ Gaming | ▢ Enabling technology for disabled

What is the cost positioning of the product to the end user compared to other products in its category?
(Pick one.)

▢ Premium product | ▢ Low end product | ▢ Not free, but I don’t pay |
▢ Free with other product or service | ▢ Free to use

What platform(s) does the product use?
(Pick all that apply.)

▢ Desktop | ▢ Content-oriented website | ▢ Mobile app | ▢ Progressive web app |
▢ AR/VR | ▢ Audio / IVR | ▢ Public device | ▢ Personal device | ▢ Other

How many user profiles will use the product? Give a short (2-3 word) persona description for each profile
and fill out a user profile document for each profile.

User profile 1: __________________________ Persona 1: _________________________

User profile 2: __________________________ Persona 2: _________________________

User profile 3: __________________________ Persona 3: _________________________



Form 2: User profile
Please fill this document separately for each user profile. We will use the information in this
form to recruit appropriate users and to design a usability test.

User Profile: ____________________, Persona: _____________________

Age range:

Lowest level of technology abilities expected:
(Pick one)

▢ Basic user | ▢ Navigator | ▢ Text inputter / searcher | ▢ Saver | ▢ Account holder |
▢ Transactor | ▢ Programmer

Expected frequency of use:
(Pick one or pick a range)

▢ Once in a lifetime
▢ One a year
▢ Once every month
▢ Once every week
▢ Daily
▢ A few times a day
▢ Continuously (>10 times a day)

Expected complexity of the product:
(Pick one. �e numbers in the brackets denote the number of screens, tasks, or states of the product. If the
product has several user profiles, count only those parts that this user profile is likely to use.)

▢ Very  Complex (50+)
▢ Complex (30-50)
▢ Moderate (11-30)
▢ Simple (4-10)
▢ Very simple (3 or less)

Nature of the market
(Pick the closest option)

▢ Mass market (everyone in the society – e.g. EVMs)
▢ Wide market (large sections with many user profiles – lawyers + doctors + college youth)



▢ Niche market (a specific group of users, usually determined by a profession or a lifestyle –
farmers, gamers, or the elderly)
▢ Internal application for trained sta�f (intranet)
▢ �ick domain product for experts (requires training + expertise – Sonography machine)

Motivation of the user to use the product / �e value provided by the product
(Pick all that apply, but be critical)

▢ �e user has no intrinsic motivation to use the product
▢ �e user has alternatives to using the product, including doing things manually
▢ �e user has been using the product, is used to it
▢ �e user has no choice, she has to use the product

▢ �e product lets the user socialise
▢ �e product o�fers a cool lifestyle
▢ �e product entertains the user
▢ �e product informs the user
▢ �e product makes things convenient, saves time, helps user do her job better
▢ �e product makes things accessible for the user
▢ �e product makes / saves money for the user

Describe any of the following aspects of the targeted users that are relevant:

● Demographic variables – profession(s), education, gender, income etc.
● Inclusion criteria – any requirements that qualifies a targeted user (e.g. bank account,

salaried job, OTT user)
● Exclusion criteria – any situations that disqualifies them from using the product (e.g. no

mobile phone, no internet access, below 18 years of age)



Form 3: Goal parameters and weights

0 1 2 3 4 5

Learnability

1. Findability: options / data / information should be visible / easy to find

2. User should take less time to learn: (e.g. in < 10 minutes, in < 2 hours
practice, in < 2nd attempt)

3. User should learn to use the product on their own

4. Product should be internally consistent

5. Product should be consistent with other products, older methods / past
habits of the user

6. New version should be consistent with the earlier version

7. User should remember / retain critical, but infrequent tasks

Speed of use

8. User must be able to do the primary task / the most frequent tasks quickly,
easily, at all times

9. User should be able to navigate quickly and easily

10. Product should not load user’s memory / product should not put cognitive
load on a user

11. Flexibility: user should control the sequence of tasks

12. User should be able to complete frequent / critical tasks in specific time /
no. of steps / in less e�forts

13. Product should be personalised for the user (automatically)

14. Product should be localised for specific market segments

15. A user should be able to customise the product for herself

Ease of use

16. Product should clearly communicate its conceptual model



17. Intuitiveness: User should be able to predict the next step / task

18. No entry barrier: user must be able to complete critical first tasks

19. User should not need to do unnecessary tasks

20. Product should automate routine tasks / minimise user task load

21. Product should be always on, always accessible

Ease of communication

22. Information architecture: Information should be well aggregated, well
categorised, well presented

23. Communication should be clear / user should easily understand text,
visuals

Error-free use

24. Product should give good feedback / display its current status

25. Product should not induce errors

26. Product should tolerate user’s errors / forgiving interface / should prevent
errors

27. Product should help user recover from errors / help users troubleshoot
problems

Subjective satisfaction

28. User should feel in control of the product / behavioural appeal

29. User should feel emotionally engaged with product / brand / product should
be fun / re�lective appeal

User should find the product aesthetically appealing / product should have a
visceral appeal

Other product goals



Guidelines for assigning weights and
evaluation

1. Findability
What is it?

Users should find it easy to find menu options, buttons, links, information etc. If these things
are easy to find, learning to use the product becomes easier. �e product needs to be easy to
discover. Within the product, the information architecture should follow an inverted pyramid
approach, bringing up as much information as possible without overwhelming the user. �e
things that users need frequently or in critical situations should be visible up-front, on the
home page or in the main menu. �ings that are not used o�ten should still be placed in a
location that is predictable and easy to find. Screens should not be cluttered and important
elements should catch the users’ attention and not be lost.

For example, in the current version of Zoom, many participants struggle to find the “Raise
Hand” button (which is hidden in the “Participants” list).

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 4-5 if the product is targeted to users with lower technology exposure,
older users, or if the application is complex, business-critical, or life-critical.

● Assign weight of 2-3 if the product is meant for frequent use (as users will get used to it
a�ter a while or learn shortcuts, though make sure that the frequent tasks are easy to
access), or if the product is extremely simple and no findability issues are expected.

● Usually, findability is assigned a weight of 2 or more – it is almost always relevant.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 4.00 (standard
deviation 0.83) for this goal parameter.

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/*


How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a usability test, ask users to do tasks that require them to find information or menu
options. (Don’t ask them to explicitly find a button or a menu, just to do a task.) Ask
them to think aloud while doing tasks. Look for confusions and unmet expectations.

● In a performance test, give users a goal to achieve that requires them to locate options in
di�ferent parts of the product. Count errors or the amount of time it takes them to do so.

● During a review, look for data / options that are not organized consistently with the
users’ mental models. Findability problems can be hard to spot unless the reviewers are
familiar with the users’ abilities and mental models.

2. User should take less time to learn
What is it?

Users mentally assign a time limit for learning a product in a given category. A new driver
expects to learn to drive a car in two weeks. A tech-savvy college youth expects to figure out the
options in his new mobile phone in an hour since purchasing it. A frequent �lier hopes to figure
out how to book an airline ticket in less than ten minutes on a new airline website. For a ticket
vending machine at the railway station, it should take less than a minute for a first-time visitor
to buy his ticket. In some products, it is very important that the product can be learnt within
this time limit. It could be a di�ferentiator. In other products, it is relatively less important.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 4-5 if the product is business critical or an enabling technology in a public
place and it is meant to be used by users without supervision

● Assign weight of at least 3 if the product is targeted to low-tech savvy users, and even for
users who are medium-tech savvy if the product is complex.

● Assign weight of at least 2 if the product is not time-critical e.g. an entertainment
product or a product to be used in a social context, where peers are present to help.
Sometimes products targeted to captive audiences are also assigned a low weight (e.g.
users have no choice, but to use it such as intranet applications for employees), though
this may not be a wise strategy in all cases.

● Usually, less time to learn is assigned a weight of 2 or more.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 3.06 (standard
deviation 1.13) for this goal parameter.



How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a usability test, a�ter a predetermined demonstration or a training session (the
duration of which needs to be determined) and perhaps a�ter a practice session, ask the
user to do benchmark tasks. Observe user errors, confusions, frustrations, and
di�ficulties. Estimate the time the user takes before he is confident using the product.

● A�ter a field deployment of an early version of the product, try to assess the time it took
users to learn to use the product.

● In a review, invite new evaluators each time and evaluate the time they take to learn to
use the product. Even so, users’ learning time is likely to be underestimated during a
review.

3. User should learn to use the product on their own
What is it?

In many cases, we cannot put a user through a training programme and they must figure out
how to use the product on their own. At times people may have a general understanding or
expectation of how this product works (e.g. a home accounting application). At other times, the
product concept may be completely new to them (e.g. the first buyer of Alexa Echo Dot in a
building). Internal users can be usually trained to use the product (e.g. call centre applications),
but such a training programme may not cover all situations and the user would still need to
learn a few things on the job.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight of 5 if the product is to be used in an emergency (like the emergency door
of an airplane).

● Assign weight 3-4 if the product is targeted to medium to low tech-savvy users
particularly if these users may be alone while using it for the first time. Also if the users
will be paying for this product themselves (expectations would be high), if the users are
likely to be impatient to learn the product, or if it is a learning product with high
cognitive load.

● Assign weight of 0-1 for products meant to be learnt through a training programme only
(e.g. an internal call centre application, a critical task product such as a healthcare
product in a ICU to be used by a trained nurse, or an exceptionally complex, frequent use
product like an electrical power plant) or if the product is simple, the tasks are casual
(and unimportant), and / or users are likely to learn to use this product from a friend
(e.g. entertainment and socializing products at a party).

● Assign weight of 2 for most other products.



In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 2.83 (standard
deviation 1.40) for this goal parameter.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a usability test, give the users a goal to achieve and ask them to try to use the product
on their own to figure out if they can use it.

● During a review, invite new reviewers (who are using the product for the first time) and
pay particular attention to problems faced by the new reviewers.

4. Product should be internally consistent
What is it?

Internal consistency is very important. It is easiest to understand it by looking at examples of
internal inconsistency.

Look at the following messages (one in red, the other in black) that came when the user was
trying to get an award ticket on Jet Airways.

Another example comes from Microso�t Excel. If the user types “A” in one cell and “B” in the cell
below, then selects the cell with B in it and type Control + D, “A” gets copied over in the cell where
“B” was earlier, as shown in the image below:

On the other hand, instead of selecting only the cell with B in it, if the user selects the cell with B
in it, and a few more cells below it before typing Control + D, now “B” gets copied over as shown
in the image below:



In the current version of Zoom, the “Merge to Meeting Window” button for the list of
participants is at the bottom of the list. But the “Pop-out” button is hidden under an arrow at
the top (and the terminology is quite di�ferent). �is is confusing, and can cause frustration and
wastage of time during a live call.

Users may tolerate minor inconsistencies in a non-critical and / or infrequent task. However, if
there are too many inconsistencies users can get frustrated and confused and will give up
experimenting with the product. �is increases errors and hampers learnability.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 4-5 if the product is life-critical, business-critical or a premium product,
or if it is targeted to older or low-tech savvy users.

● Assign weight 2-3 for most other products.
● Most products will not have a weight of less than 2 for internal consistency.



In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 3.05 (standard
deviation 1.16) for this goal parameter.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a usability test, ask users to perform a set of tasks and probe them to see if there are
internal inconsistencies that cause confusion in the users’ minds.

● During a review, inspect the interface of the product and look for internal
inconsistencies.

5. Product should be consistent with other products / past
habits of the user
What is it?

People sometimes have deep-rooted habits and o�ten transfer them from products that they
have been using in the past. For example, savings bank account holders routinely scan their
passbooks, which are designed in a particular format. If the ATM transaction slips are laid out
in a similar format, it will become a lot easier for new users to read them. In the 1980s, Apple
Macintosh standardised interface elements across applications such as menus (File, Edit, View,
Options etc.), sub-menus (File menu has New, Open, Save options; Edit menu has Undo, Cut,
Copy, Paste options) and keyboard shortcuts (Command + S, Command + Z, X, C, V). �is was
an important reason for the success of the Macintosh, and later the applications running on the
Windows platforms (which had similar interfaces). �ese menu options are still to be found in
most applications a�ter 35 years, including some of the web applications. �e QWERTY
keyboard for entering text in the Roman script has an even longer history - it was designed in
1873, and can be found in the new gadgets, including smartphones, smart watches and even VR
systems. Many alternative mechanisms have been designed, and some of them have been
proven to be more e�ficient. But people continue to prefer the familiar QWERTY layout out of
sheer habit.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 3-5 for products expected to have a wide frequency range (infrequent to
frequent), or if the product is targeted to higher age groups (50+), or to low-tech savvy
users. �ese users hate changing their habits. Also, if actions are highly repetitive, and
well-practiced, such as text input.

● Assign weight 1-2 only if there is a high motivation for users to change their habits (e.g.
if the product saves users’ money and time, or if the product is to be used continuously,



and a small change in habits can give many long-term gains), or if the product is meant
to be strategically di�ferentiated from earlier products.

● Assign weight of 0 if the product is for young children – users who may have very few
past habits.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 2.75 (standard
deviation 1.41) for this goal parameter.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a usability test, ask users to perform a set of tasks and probe for inconsistencies with
what people do in real world or older habits. Probe errors or hesitations.

● In a field study, introduce the product in the life of a few users and see where it
contradicts past habits in real life usage.

● During a review, look for design elements in the product that might be inconsistent with
users’ current habits. �ese problems are hard to spot in a review unless the reviewers
have intimate contextual knowledge about the users’ current habits.

6. New version should be consistent with earlier the version
What is it?

Even loyal users turned their backs on new versions of some products if it was drastically
di�ferent from their older version. Autodesk Animator Pro (a DOS based application) was a
market leader in 2-D animation until the mid-1990s. �e product had a di�ferent user interface
than the typical desktop applications of the time, and users who tried to learn on their own did
not do that well. Nevertheless, the product had a loyal base of graphic designers who had
invested time in learning to use it. �en Animator Pro for Windows was launched which tried to
bring the interface closer to Windows applications, and the product died as competitive
products took over.

Netscape Navigator was a free browser with 90% market share. Unfortunately, it regularly
“expired” its installation and forced the users to download newer versions. What was worse –
they changed the menu hierarchy in almost every version. Competitive products squeezed out
the product in no time. In recent times, a similar issue seems to be vexing Zoom users.

Microso�t O�fice made a big shi�t from the Apple menu structure when it moved from O�fice
2003 to O�fice 2007, and it was a painful first step for many users. MS O�fice survived this
change, perhaps because competitors did not seize on the opportunity, or perhaps because it
was too well-entrenched. It was a risky move that Microso�t could pull o�f. However, Microso�t
was careful enough to carry over all keyboard shortcuts from the previous version into the new
version. Only recently have competitive products such as Google Docs and LibreO�fice made



inroads in what was a near monopoly. It is not incidental that these products closely mirror
Microso�t O�fice in several UI features and menu organisation.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 4-5 if the current version of the product already has an established user
base that will carry forward to the new version, or if the product supports critical or
infrequent tasks.

● Assign weight 2-3 if the current version of the product has many usability complaints
from the current users or if the current user base is smaller than the one targeted with
the new version.

● Assign weight 0-1 if it is the first version of the product, or in cases where users have a
very high motivation to switch to the new version (e.g. it makes things accessible in a
way they were not before).

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 1.32 (standard
deviation 1.75) for this goal parameter.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a usability test, ask users of earlier versions to do critical tasks with the new version.
Ask users to think-aloud, and look for any problems, hesitations or confusions.

● In a performance test, look for problems that occur repeatedly (e.g. use of wrong
keyboard shortcut or looking for items in the wrong menu.)

● During a review, inspect the earlier version first and look for inconsistencies with the
newer version.



7. User should remember / retain critical, but infrequent
tasks
What is it?

Some users may use the product intermittently. Some products are meant to be used
intermittently (e.g. booking an airline ticket, paying electricity bills, filing a tax return,
restoring lost data). Parts of an otherwise regularly used product may be used intermittently
(e.g. making a PDF, doing a mail-merge, changing the IP address). O�ten, these intermittent
tasks are also critical. Users can forget how they used the product the last time (sometimes in a
matter of hours) and may need to relearn it all over again. In such cases, the interface can be
designed with cues to remind the user so that he can pick up the path again.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 4-5 if the product has critical, infrequent tasks (anything less frequent
than once a week), or if the product is targeted to low tech-savvy users.

● Assign weight 3 or more if the product is complex or for internal use, as such products
o�ten have some critical infrequent tasks.

● Assign weight 0-1 if the product is one-time use, or if the product has no critical tasks
(e.g. information-only websites that would be accessed by users only once).

● Assign weight 2 in most other cases.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 2.31 (standard
deviation 1.52) for this goal parameter.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a usability test, train the users on how to do some tasks. Ask the user to repeat the
task a�ter a gap of hours / days / weeks. Look for elements that users have forgotten or
are di�ficult to re-learn. If the product is to be used less frequently than once a month,
thoroughly test first-time usability. Include time to learn in the task completion time in
such cases.

● During a review, look for memory clues and elements that might be confused with each
other. �ese problems are hard to spot in a review.



8. User must be able to do the primary task quickly, at all
times
What is it?

Add a computer to something, and chances are that it
becomes harder to use. Interactive products allow us to do
many useful things, but sometimes secondary features make
the primary or the frequent task more di�ficult. Landline
phones could be cut o�f just by putting them down. With the
mobile phones, the users need to deliberately press the
disconnect button. �e task got harder with touchscreen
smartphones. When the users switched on the old cable TV, a
TV channel started. It was probably the last-watched channel,
and the one that the user perhaps wanted to watch again. If
not, the user was able to browse to the desired channel from
there. TVs connected to set top boxes or the internet show a
complicated menu when switched on. �e traditional film
camera was always on, always accessible. A digital camera
takes longer to boot.

Sometimes a product has many features,
but these come at the cost of making it hard
to do the most common task. PayTM is most
commonly used for two tasks: paying
someone, and loading more money. But this
is not obvious in its user interface. In
contrast, Google Search landing page has
only one text box and one search button.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 3-5 if the product has one or two primary or frequent tasks, particularly if
the users can do these tasks quickly in current products. If a product is to be used
continuously, its most frequent task must be the quickest.

● Assign weight 0-1 if the product is being used very infrequently (e.g. once a year), and
where speed of use is not critical (e.g. exploratory toys for children, learning products,
m-health, or one-time use products such as visa application).



● Assign weight 2 in most other cases.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 3.49 (standard
deviation 1.28) for this goal parameter.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a field deployment, look for primary and frequent tasks, and investigate if users take
too long to do them or find them di�ficult to complete.

● In a usability test, evaluate the task success and completion times of frequent / primary
tasks.

● In a review, identify frequent tasks and evaluate if users are likely to take a long time or
find it di�ficult to do. If the product has a primary task, make sure that it can be done at
all times.

9. User should be able to navigate quickly and easily
What is it?

Navigation refers to the mechanisms that allow the user to move from one part of the product to
another. Some experiential products (such as VR simulations or games such as Fortnite) are
mostly about navigation - going from one place to another. Typical navigation mechanisms on
the web are menus: le�t-navigation, top-navigation, menu-based navigation, and in-line links.
On phones, scrolling, swiping or pinch-and-zoom are common. Sometimes these elements
become unnecessarily clunky – sub-menus take too long to pop-out, and hide o�f unnecessarily
before the user has seen them. �is can be a minor distraction in infrequent tasks, but can get
on the user’s nerves if he needs to use them frequently.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 4-5 if the product needs to be used frequently, if it has critical tasks, if it is
complex, or if it is targeted to an expert market. Products targeted to older people need
to be smooth to operate as they may have lower levels of dexterity.

● Assign weight 0-2 for products with few screens or in games where navigation has been
deliberately slowed down. Products that have no menus or screens to navigate to can
have 0 weight.

● Assign weight 3 in most other cases.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 3.51 (standard
deviation 1.11) for this goal parameter. Although the average weight assigned was high, this was
one of the parameters with a poor weight-score correlation in the study. Practitioners should



pay special attention to this parameter as it could be a latent usability goal – stakeholders or
users may not explicitly ask for it, but it could a�fect usability of the product substantially.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a usability test, observe if the users face any di�ficulty while navigating from one
screen to another, while doing benchmark tasks.

● During a review, evaluate if any navigation takes too many steps or if the interface is
clunky in its response. Compare multiple navigation options by using modelling with
GOMS or KLM analysis.

10. Product should not load user’s memory / put cognitive
load on user
What is it?

�e short-term memory of human beings can hold 7+/- 2 items. Any time the product asks the
user to input arbitrary information (such as long PNR numbers, product activation codes,
random meeting numbers, or computer-generated passwords) it taxes the user’s short-term
memory, even when such information is handy. If the user needs to pick out information from a
cluttered screen (e.g. find the highest value in a randomly ordered list) it adds to his cognitive
load. If the user needs to keep track of information that is changing too fast, or if the user is
supposed to finish a critical task in a limited amount of time, this can add to the cognitive load.

Avoid putting critical information in toasts that time out. OTPs for critical tasks that arrive too
late, are too long, or the ones that have a short validity (or if successive OTPs replace one
another) cause frustrations (and needlessly blocked credit cards).

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 3-5 if the product requires critical data entry (such as credit card details),
provides critical information dynamically (OTPs or meeting numbers), or is a frequent
use application (e.g. a product for a call centre), or if the product needs to be used in an
attention deficit situation (e.g. while driving a car or while giving a lecture).

● Assign weight 0-2 if the product is simple and does not attract too much attention, or if
it is a casual use product in a stress-free environment (such as a socialising or
entertainment product).

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 3.05 (standard
deviation 1.18) for this goal parameter. Although the average weight assigned was high, this was
one of the parameters with a poor weight-score correlation in the study. Practitioners should



pay special attention to this parameter as it could be a latent usability goal – stakeholders or
users may not explicitly ask for it, but it could a�fect usability of the product substantially.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● During a think-aloud test, probe hesitations. Probe when user stops articulating
thoughts to find if there was an additional cognitive load on the user. Look for tasks
where the user needs to memorise things, where the user prefers to write things down,
or where users miss information that was presented.

● During a review, look for things that are likely to load the user’s memory or points where
important information is cluttered or di�ficult to understand.

11. Flexibility – User should control the sequence of tasks
What is it?

�e computer is a tool in the hands of the user. �e user, not the computer, should control the
sequence of tasks – particularly if the user is an expert, tech-savvy user using the product
frequently. Professional tools such as Gimp or PhotoShop give graphic designers high �lexibility
in manipulating images the way they want. �ick-domain applications such as SPSS or R allow
statistics experts to explore and analyse data in many ways. �e Hasselblad camera is a
professional photographer’s delight.

On the other hand, every product need not o�fer �lexibility. Too many options could overwhelm a
novice user – a step-by-step wizard is a typical interface where the novice is happy to relinquish
control and speed to improve the ease of use.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 3-4 if the product needs to be used frequently by tech-savvy, expert or
niche market users. Products with life-critical, safety-critical, or business-critical tasks
also tend to get higher ratings. Rarely will this goal parameter get a weight of 5, unless
users are super experts or very tech-savvy.

● Assign weight 0-2 if it is a simple product, a casual use product, or a product to be used
by low tech-savvy users.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 2.48 (standard
deviation 1.37) for this goal parameter.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a think-aloud test, recruit users with varying needs. Probe to see if di�ferent users
might have preferred another sequence than the one dictated by the product. Probe to



investigate if all the users still need a common product, which cannot be split o�f per
needs of di�ferent users.

● During a review, play roles of di�ferent personas and investigate if the product is forcing
sequence of tasks that may be inappropriate.

12. User should be able to complete tasks quickly, in time
What is it?

In 1983, Steve Jobs reportedly told his engineers – “In a few years, I bet five million people will be
booting up their Macintoshes at least once a day. Well, let's say you can shave 10 seconds o�f of
the boot time. Multiply that by five million users and that's 50 million seconds, every single day.
Over a year, that's probably dozens of lifetimes. So if you make it boot ten seconds faster, you've
saved a dozen lives. �at's really worth it, don't you think?”

Users always have an idea about how long an activity should take. A web page should download
in 15 seconds. 10 seconds is better. 20 is OK. But it cannot take 15 minutes. Likewise, 3 minutes
to complete a transaction at the ATM. Typing must be faster than writing on paper.

�e most frequent tasks must take the least amount of time, number of clicks, or e�forts. In
some products, there might be critical tasks that must be done quickly.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 5 if the product is meant for frequent use, has repetitive tasks, or if the
main promise is that the product saves time

● Assign at least 3-4 if product targeted to tech savvy users, or is life-critical.
● Assign weight 0-2 for most other products. It tends to be on the lower side if the product

is not task oriented (e.g. a learning product) or if the user does not care about saving
time.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 3.18 (standard
deviation 1.33) for this goal parameter.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a performance test, measure task completion time. It is typical to benchmark speed of
use against competitive products or previous versions of the same product.

● In a review, look for the number of steps involved, and whether each step is taking the
user closer to achieving his goal. For detailed analysis, use KLM or GOMS.

https://www.folklore.org/StoryView.py?story=Saving_Lives.txt


13. Product should be personalised for the user
(automatically)
What is it?

Products need to be automatically personalised for the user. (Note that this is di�ferent form
customisation - something that the user does for herself.) Many popular products do that well.
Gmail remembers all email addresses the user ever typed and lists them by the frequency of use.
Chrome automatically lists the most frequently visited web pages in a new tab. PhotoShop
remembers in which corner of the screen the user le�t the tools. Phones automatically add all
entries from the phonebook into the dictionary. TV models automatically remember the volume
setting of each channel. Airlines send a web check-in reminder with a personalised link that
minimises data entry.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 3-4 for products targeted to a wide or mass market, if di�ferent users are
expected to have di�ferent usage patterns, and particularly if the product is to be used
frequently (e.g. a mobile phone). Rarely will a product have weightage 5 on this goal
parameter, unless the product is about personalised service.

● Assign weight 0-1 if all users are expected to behave exactly in the same way. If the
product is to be used only once, or it has no possibility of personalisation this goal will be
irrelevant.

● Assign weight 2 in most other cases.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 2.23 (standard
deviation 1.70) for this goal parameter.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a field deployment, probe contextually to detect opportunities for personalisation.
● In a usability test, ask users to do several tasks in di�ferent scenarios. Look for actions

that the user does repeatedly to identify opportunities for improvement. Look for
information or settings that the user needs to supply repeatedly (e.g. language setting on
the ATM, address on an e-commerce web site).

● In a review, invite domain experts and representative users. Explicitly look for
opportunities for personalisation that have been missed out.



14. Product should be localised for specific market
segments
What is it?

Sometimes people think that localisation of a product is limited to language translation of
menus. It is true that that is o�ten an immediate focus. And even with that focus, the
translations are quite poor. Words are o�ten translated out of context, and the grammar, style
and culture of the original language (o�ten English) seeps into the translation.

However, localisation needs to go far beyond translation. Products must be localised for specific
groups – geographical, linguistic, socio-cultural, or professional. Imagine a meeting scheduler
that displays only GMT, an English-only product for home use in the Japanese market, a
calendar in India without marking the Diwali holidays, or a common accounting tool for doctors
and plumbers. Currencies, time zones and proper names are obvious needs. Further, icons,
metaphors, and aesthetics need subtler considerations from one culture to another. Social
aspects (such as privacy expectations) or professional interests also vary from one culture to
another. Professions vary a lot too - and so do their work cultures and the tools they need.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 3-5 if the product is targeted to mass or wide markets, or if there are wide
di�ferences in usage across user segments within the target audience, but individual
users within segments behave similarly. Web-based products and business critical
products o�ten require localisation. O�ten, localisation is required by law.

● Assign weight 0-1 if usage of products is expected to be quite similar across user
segments – this could happen in internal applications for trained sta�f or thick domain
applications to be used by experts.

● Assign weight 2 in most other cases.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 2.14 (standard
deviation 1.79) for this goal parameter.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a field deployment, do contextual inquiries to detect opportunities for localisation.
Look for di�ferences in usage (e.g. one user group uses one feature repeatedly, while the
other one doesn’t) and probe for reasons.

● In usability tests, invite multiple user groups to discover localisation opportunities.
● In a review, recruit diverse, knowledgeable reviewers representing all user groups. Look

for opportunities for localisation that have been missed out.



15. User should be able to customise the product for
herself
What is it?

It is important to start by saying that in most situations, a majority of users have no interest in
customising a typical product. In order to be able to customise a product, the user needs to
form a conceptual model of how the product works, and a majority of users cannot do that for a
majority of products. Only tech-savvy users customise a frequently-used product a�ter they have
become competent performers. Among these, many customise only superficially (e.g. changing
a wallpaper or a ringtone), usually in casual use products. A few do basic functional
customisation (e.g. setting up shortcuts on the desktop, defining style sheets or changing the
layout of the dashboard), and rare few do deeper customisation.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight between 2-4 if the product is complex, frequent use, or targeted to
tech-savvy users, or if the product is for casual use and has customisation opportunities.
Rarely, if ever, this goal parameter is assigned a weight of 5.

● Assign weight of 2 if the product is frequently used, but is either not complex or it is
supposed to be used by non-tech savvy users.

● Assign weight 0-1 in most other cases.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 1.55 (standard
deviation 1.73) for this goal parameter.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a field deployment done on an early version of the product with tech-savvy users, do
contextual interviews to ensure that all opportunities for customisation have been
exploited. Also, ensure that unused customisation features are not coming in the way of
other operations.

● In a think-aloud test, recruit competent performers. Give them customisation tasks to
suit their own needs and probe confusions about the conceptual model clarity.

● In a review, invite competent performers on older versions or competing products to
participate. Look for opportunities for customisation. Ensure that customisation
features do not come in the way of other operations.



16. Product should clearly communicate its conceptual
model
What is it?

While a majority of users normally do not develop a conceptual model of the product, they need
to have it to do new tasks, troubleshoot problems, or plan a complex series of tasks. �e one
thing a product’s interface should surely not do is communicate the wrong conceptual model.
�ough it does sound like an obvious thing to say, many usability problems are found related to
confusing interfaces communicating the wrong conceptual model.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 3-5 for mass or wide market products, products targeted to low tech-savvy
niche markets, critical products or products on new, custom platforms.

● Assign weight of 2 only if the product is an internal application, the users are moderately
tech-savvy, or a lot of product training is planned. Generally, this goal parameter is not
assigned a weight of less than 2.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 3.45 (standard
deviation 1.17) for this goal parameter. Although the average weight assigned was high, this was
one of the parameters with a poor weight-score correlation in the study. Practitioners should
pay special attention to this parameter as it could be a latent usability goal – stakeholders or
users may not explicitly ask for it, but it could a�fect usability of the product substantially.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a think-aloud test, look for confusions caused by the lack of conceptual model clarity.
During the test, find out whether users can do new tasks without training, recover from
errors, and solve problems.

● During a performance test, find out how many users can complete tasks successfully,
with or without help. Count errors caused by conceptual model problems.

● In a review, invite experienced HCI practitioners. Look for potential miscommunication
of the conceptual model.



17. Intuitiveness: User should be able to predict the next
step
What is it?

Users o�ten approach a product with some goals. Intuitive designs anticipate these goals and
provide an appropriate interface. With an intuitive product, users can easily predict what to do
next, why to do it, and how to do it.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 3-5 if the product is targeted to low tech-savvy users, or if the product is
business critical or complex.

● Assign weight 2 in simple products or medium complexity products targeted to
tech-savvy users. Generally, this goal parameter is not assigned a weight of less than 2.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 3.12 (standard
deviation 1.10) for this goal parameter.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a think aloud test, probe users about their expectation of the next step, why, and how
they would do it. Look for confusions / misunderstandings.

● In a review, invite experienced HCI practitioners. Look for steps that are not intuitive or
are di�ficult to predict.

18. No entry barrier: user must be able to complete critical
first tasks
What is it?

If the user cannot start using the product, he could end up not using it ever. An entry barrier is
the crucial first step in product usage that prevents users from getting started. Some entry
barriers are related to infrastructure (e.g. dependence on a particular browser or having a
particular phone). Other entry barriers are related to the procedure (e.g. long procedure to get
an ATM card). Some entry barriers are simply usability problems (e.g. the user could not
navigate beyond the first menu, the user did not know that he could touch a touch screen, or an
airline that site requires the user to create an account before he can check out the airfare).

How to assign weights?



● Assign weight 3-5 if the users have a choice of not using the product (e.g. mass or wide
market products), products with moderate or high complexity, products designed for
improving accessibility, or products designed for saving time.

● Assign weight 0-1 if the product is being used in a controlled environment, where
infrastructural and procedural issues do not matter (e.g. a call centre) by trained sta�f (so
first-time usability issues matter less), or if the product is a first-version proof of
concept of a future technology.

● Assign weight 2 most other cases.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 2.80 (standard
deviation 1.47) for this goal parameter.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a field deployment, do contextual interviews with potential users who do not use the
product to investigate if there are any entry barriers. A�ter an early version of the
product is deployed, investigate why users choose not to use the product.

● Entry barriers could be hard to detect in a review. Invite HCI practitioners with
experience in similar products. Compare the product with known entry barriers of other
products of the same type.

19. User should not need to do unnecessary tasks
What is it?

�ough obviously not desirable, unnecessary tasks do slip in products o�ten. Intranets ask their
users to log in several times – each time in a di�ferent sub-system. Airlines ask users to be
mindful of the web check-in rules (such as the time before departure when web check-in is
allowed) a�ter the user has input the PNR. Dialog boxes ask users to first click Apply, and then
click OK. Unnecessary tasks are particularly undesirable when they hamper work frequently.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 4-5 if the product is to be used frequently, and for products that are meant
to save time, or if it is a work-related product targeted to busy people (including expert
markets and internal sta�f).

● Assign weight 0-1 rarely, only if the product is used very infrequently, or for non-critical
tasks.

● Assign weight 2-3 for most other products.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 2.78 (standard
deviation 1.08) for this goal parameter. Although the average weight assigned was moderately



high, this was one of the parameters with a poor weight-score correlation in the study.
Practitioners should pay special attention to this parameter as it could be a latent usability goal
– stakeholders or users may not explicitly ask for it, but it could a�fect usability of the product
substantially.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a field deployment, evaluate in a contextual study whether any unnecessary tasks have
crept in.

● In a review, look for any unnecessary steps. In a more rigorous review, model tasks as
sequence diagrams and write user intents for each step. Identify tasks that have no
underlying user intents. Write the task as an essential use case and compare it with the
actual use case.

20. Product should automate routine tasks / minimise user
task load
What is it?

Machines are good at doing repetitive tasks while humans find them drudgery. In some cases,
automation is the stated, high-level purpose (e.g. o�fice automation, factory automation, or an
automatic washing machine). In other cases, automation happens more subtly (e.g. autocorrect
as you type, automatic alarm that reminds the patient to take a pill). Automation involves the
risk of delegation – automate too much and the user may lose the feeling of control or get
irritated (e.g. Microso�t’s paperclip?). However, o�ten automation opportunities are missed out
unless they are asked for explicitly.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 4-5 if the product involves very high-frequency use (things done daily),
has many routine tasks, or is targeted to tech-savvy users.

● Assign weight 2-3 if the product involves low-frequency routine tasks (e.g. yearly tax
payment reminder).

● Assign weight 0-1 for products that do not involve a routine task. �is goal parameter is
not very relevant to information oriented websites, one-time use applications, and
casual use applications.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 2.51 (standard
deviation 1.51) for this goal parameter.



How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a contextual interview, investigate if there are any opportunities for automation of the
routine tasks that are performed by the users today.

● In a field deployment, observe early users and investigate if any tasks need to be done
routinely.

● In a review, look for tasks that might end up being done routinely (with or without the
product) and can be potentially automated.

21. Product should be always on, always accessible
What is it?

Being always on and accessible could be crucial for some life-critical products – the pacemaker
must be always on, so must be the oxygen supply in an ICU and the signal system in the
railways. Business critical products too need to be always on, always accessible. If an airline
website is not working for a day, the planes still need to take o�f but with fewer passengers.
Similarly, for a taxi-driver, the mobile phone has become business-critical.

Extending accessibility of the product may involve providing an extra battery pack, emergency
talk-time when minutes run out, synchronising the same calendar on multiple devices
seamlessly, or providing an alternative video for a live class session.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 5 for life-critical products or products that a�fect lives of millions of people
in some way.

● Assign weight 3-4 for frequent use business-critical products, infrequent but critical
products, very popular websites, or products targeted to the “young and restless”
generation.

● Assign weight 0-1 for entertainment or casual use products.
● Assign weight 2 in most other cases.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 2.66 (standard
deviation 1.70) for this goal parameter.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a field deployment, interview users to investigate if the product was needed but was
not accessible.

● In a review, invite domain experts and frequent users, and look for occasions when the
product might not be on or accessible.



22. Information architecture
What is it?

Information should be well aggregated, categorised, and presented. Information architecture is
very important in information-oriented products, particularly if a large amount of information
or many menu items need to be organised and presented to a diverse audience. �e information
architecture should re�lect the thought-process or goals of the user (e.g. users look for birthday
cakes and birthday candles in the same rack, a prospective student wants to choose a discipline
in which to study at the university) or structures in the real world (e.g. business destinations,
holiday destinations, places of pilgrimage) rather than internal organisation of code or
structure of the organisation represented (e.g. visa department, foreign exchange department,
train ticket department, air ticket department, hotel department etc.).

Zoom settings have grown quite a bit in recent times (late May, 2020), and it is becoming
increasingly di�ficult to find what you are looking for.

It is not clear that the options are in the right place. For example, Zoom has a useful option “Use
dual monitors”. �is allows us to put the “gallery” of participants on one monitor, and the
shared screen on the other. �is option is under “General” settings - not an intuitive place to
look for it. �e other layout options (such as Gallery view or Speaker view) are visible in the
meeting itself. Further, these settings (seem to) take e�fect at the start of the meeting. So, if the



user needs to change to this option during a meeting, (a�ter discovering the option), the user
needs to leave the meeting and join again.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 5 if there is a lot of, or complex information to communicate to a wide
market (e.g. websites of a large organisations, intranets with many features, large
ecommerce websites)

● Assign weight 4-5 for large learning domain products with many choices (e.g. learning
management systems, encyclopaedia), business-critical and goal-oriented products

● Assign weight of at least 3 for most other products. Rarely will the weight for this
parameter be below 3.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 3.78 (standard
deviation 0.98) for this goal parameter. Although the average weight assigned was among the
highest, this was one of the parameters with a poor weight-score correlation in the study.
Practitioners should pay special attention to this parameter as it could be a latent usability goal
– stakeholders or users may not explicitly ask for it, but it could a�fect usability of the product
substantially.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a usability test, do a reverse card-sort and see if users classify information in the same
way as the product.

● During a think-aloud test, probe for confusions, particularly if users are lost or if users
look for data in the ‘wrong’ place.

● During a performance test, find out how many users can locate data, with and without
help. Count errors induced due to information architecture problems.

● In a review, invite domain experts. Look for potential information architecture
problems.



23. Communication should be clear
What is it?

�e text should be well written (or spoken), the labels should not be confusing, the graphics
should be clear. Well-organised information architecture helps users reach the “right” place in
the product, but once the user has reached there, she should easily understand the content and
make her decisions. �e shopper should be able to choose his products; the prospective student
should be able to make up their mind; the learner should understand the concepts.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 4-5 for business critical products, informative products, goal-oriented
products, low frequency usage products and to products targeted to low tech-savvy
users. Higher weight should go to a combination of criticality of the task, reduced
attention span, and low education.

● Assign weight 2-3 for most other products. Generally, this goal parameter is not assigned
a weight of less than 2.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 3.89 (standard
deviation 0.89) for this goal parameter. Although the average weight assigned was among the
highest, this was one of the parameters with a poor weight-score correlation in the study.
Practitioners should pay special attention to this parameter as it could be a latent usability goal
– stakeholders or users may not explicitly ask for it, but it could a�fect usability of the product
substantially.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a think-aloud test, probe for miscommunications of text and visuals. Probe to see if
users are able to make ‘correct’ decisions.

● In a review, invite domain experts. Look for potential miscommunication of
information.

24. Product should give good feedback / display its current
status
What is it?

Giving appropriate feedback solves half the usability problems. At all times, users must know
where they are, what they have been doing, and what options they have. Users hate waiting, but
when waiting is inevitable, wait cursors, rotating circles and percentage bars give them an



estimate of how long they must wait. Users are disturbed all the time so it is best to assume that
users may not be paying attention to the product – users may not be looking at the screen when
the feedback message “comes and goes”. Feedback should be based on common conventions of a
conversation. A modal dialog box is like a rude interruption – o�ten calm feedback works better,
though it should draw attention to itself when the “house is on fire”. Several modes can be used
for feedback, including text, visuals, audio, and touch. Over time, good feedback helps the users
build a conceptual model.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 3-5 for goal-oriented products, business-critical products, learning
products, wide or mass market products, products meant to be used in low-attention
situations (e.g. products used on the move).

● Assign weight of at least 2 for all other products.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 3.55 (standard
deviation 0.97) for this goal parameter. Although the average weight assigned was high, this was
one of the parameters with a poor weight-score correlation in the study. Practitioners should
pay special attention to this parameter as it could be a latent usability goal – stakeholders or
users may not explicitly ask for it, but it could a�fect usability of the product substantially.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● During a think-aloud test, probe to find if users notice the feedback, understand it, and
can tell the status correctly. In case of errors, observe if users notice the error and can
decide the next course.

● In a review, look for potential feedback, error messages, and status display problems.



25. Product should not induce errors
What is it?

An error is an action of the user that does not
achieve his goal. No one designs a product to
induce errors, but �laws do slip in.

For example, in recent versions of Zoom, the
share screen feature has been disabled by
default. When a participant tries to share his
screen, Zoom tells him that the host has
disabled screen sharing (when the host has
done nothing). Also this status is hidden
inside the “Security” menu, so the host may
not notice that screen sharing has been
disabled. Further, Zoom does not prompt the
host that a participant has been trying to
share his screen. So the participant tries to
share the screen, gets an error, then requests
the host to allow screen sharing, and then
(hopefully) the host figures out how to do this.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 3-5 if the users of the product are not very tech-savvy, or if the product
involves life-critical, business-critical, or goal-oriented tasks.

● Assign weight of 2 in most other cases. Generally, this goal parameter is not assigned a
weight of less than 2.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 3.03 (standard
deviation 1.16) for this goal parameter. Although the average weight assigned was high, this was
one of the parameters with a poor weight-score correlation in the study. Practitioners should
pay special attention to this parameter as it could be a latent usability goal – stakeholders or
users may not explicitly ask for it, but it could a�fect usability of the product substantially.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● During a usability test, ask users to perform typical tasks and observe the errors
commonly made by users – see if any errors are induced by the design and seek out
alternative designs that will avoid these errors.



● In a review, invite HCI practitioners with experience on a similar platform. Look for
potential errors that could be induced because of the design.

26. Product should prevent users from making errors,
forgive / tolerate user errors
What is it?

It will be nice if the product can prevent users from making errors. As per rules, in India the
user can withdraw a cash amount less than ₹ 50,000 from an ATM each day. But the ATM
interface allows the user to type in ₹ 50,00,00,000. It also allows the user to type in Rs. 503. But
the ATM will not dispense either of these amounts and instead will give an error. �ese errors
could have been prevented by a change of the interface.

When it is not possible to prevent errors, the product should try to tolerate user errors and try to
guess the user’s intention. When the user mistypes a search query, Google asks, “Did you mean
isosceles?”. If the user prefers to type commas to make sure that large amounts are correct, allow
her, and then just ignore them. Avoid giving a stern warning like the one below (for example, try
to guess the budget for the Contingency row in the image below). Even better, put the commas
in automatically as the user types the number.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 3-5 if the users of the product are not very tech-savvy, or if the product
involves life-critical, business-critical, or goal-oriented tasks.

● Assign weight 2 in most other cases.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 2.58 (standard
deviation 1.10) for this goal parameter.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?



● During a usability test, ask users to perform typical tasks and observe the errors
frequently made by users.

● In a review, invite HCI practitioners with experience on a similar platform. Look for
potential errors that could be prevented.

27. Product should help user recover from errors
What is it?

Users do not make errors; they do tasks by imperfect approximations. If an error is possible,
someone will make it in spite of best design e�fort. A good product helps users recover from
errors. First, users need to recognise that an error has happened. Next, the user needs help to
recognise the cause of the error condition and figure out an easy method to recover from the
situation.

Undo is the users’ best friend. It allows users to explore the cyberspace, in the security of the
knowledge that they can always retrace their steps. Likewise, there could be other tools that
enable people to recover from errors - the version history in Google Docs and the ability to
recover an older version, for example.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 3-5 if the users of the product are not very tech savvy or if the product
involves life-critical, business-critical, or goal-oriented tasks.

● Assign weight 1 if the product does not involve many tasks (e.g. an information-only web
site with very few pages), or if the task is very frequent, the users are very tech-savvy,
and they can figure out how to recover from errors on their own.

● Assign weight 2 in all other cases.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 2.86 (standard
deviation 1.20) for this goal parameter.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● During a think-aloud test, probe into the process of error recovery to identify if the
product is actually helping the user in error recovery.

● During a performance test, count the percentage of users who are able to recover from
errors, and the percentage of errors they can recover from.

● In a review, look at error recovery paths and analyse if they fit all users intents.



28. User should feel in control of the product / behavioural
appeal
What is it?

Users o�ten look forward to doing some tasks. It is a joy to cut vegetables with a well-balanced
knife, or to cook one’s favourite breakfast. It is a joy to write on a nice white paper with a smooth
ink pen or slipping into your favourite jeans. It is a joy to drive a well-maintained car on a
smooth road when there is no tra�fic. On the other hand, no one likes a chair that creaks, a pen
that scratches, tra�fic, or clunky menus. Some products feel nice, smooth, and reliable – other
products feel clunky, scratchy, and unreliable. Norman calls this the behavioural appeal of the
product.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 3-5 for a task-oriented product meant to be used frequently, for a long
period, a product meant to be used by low-tech savvy users, or a casual use product that
is meant to a�ford a “cool lifestyle”.

● Assign weight of 2 in most other cases.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 3.23 (standard
deviation 1.01) for this goal parameter.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a usability test, observe / probe to find out if the user felt a loss of control at some
stage while using the product. At the end of a test, ask the user to rate the sense of
control in comparison with other benchmark products.

● In a review, look for potential elements of the design where user may feel a loss of
control.

29. User should feel emotionally engaged / fun / brand /
reflective appeal / trust
What is it?

Occasionally, users get emotionally attached to a product for a reason that is not material in the
product, but something external which the product re�lects. It could be an heirloom pen, or the
first birthday gi�t from a boyfriend. Sometimes it is the association of the good fun one had with
the product (usually while sharing it with someone). Sometimes, it is not one person, but a
group (e.g. a social networking site) or a country (e.g. let us download Arogya Setu to defeat



Coronavirus). Sometimes, it is about one’s achievement (the bat with which I scored my first
century). Sometimes, it is the brand association (why else would one drink brown water that
does one no good and damages one’s teeth?). At other times, it is an issue of trust (a person who
went bankrupt will be a poor brand ambassador for a bank). Norman calls this the re�lective
appeal.

How to assign weights?

● Assign weight 4-5 for a product that is a casual, wide market, lifestyle, or entertainment
product (music players, cameras, game consoles, social networking sites, brand sites), or
if there is a need to motivate the user to use the product.

● Assign weight 3 if the product is life-critical or business-critical.
● Assign weight 0-2 if it is an internal application, an application for which the user does

not pay personally, or a product where the user has no other choice.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 2.54 (standard
deviation 1.58) for this goal parameter.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a usability test / field deployment, survey the users about their emotional
engagement, enjoyment, brand appeal etc. Ask them if it were a product they would feel
proud to own / be a part of. Ask them to benchmark their answers against other products
with which they do feel emotionally engaged.

● In a review, invite practitioners experienced in branding and emotional engagement,
and ones that are very familiar with the targeted audience.

30. User should find the product aesthetically appealing /
visceral appeal
What is it?

Each user may have a di�ferent notion of what is beautiful. For some, beauty is raw, raunchy,
and bold. For others, it is subtle, graceful, delicate, elegant, and dignified. Nevertheless, all
users love things they consider beautiful. Each time one goes to a shop to buy a dress, one tries
to buy the one that looks the best (cost being constant). Norman calls this the visceral appeal.
�ough visceral appeal is dependent on taste and culture, it is also the most natural, immediate,
first reaction when one sees, hears, smells, feels or tastes something – other considerations
come later.

How to assign weights?



● Assign weight 4-5 for premium products, but also for wide-market, free to use,
consumer-facing web sites, for brands, social products, or entertainment products.

● Assign weight 2-3 for frequently used internal applications, niche market applications or
task-oriented applications.

● Assign weight 0-1 if the product is invisible, intangible, inaudible, has no interface with
the user (visual, auditory, or appealing to the other senses), or if the user has no choice
but to use the product.

In a study with 65 industrial projects, participants assigned an average weight of 2.78 (standard
deviation 1.17) for this goal parameter.

How to evaluate this goal parameter?

● In a usability test / field deployment, survey the users with questions about the aesthetic
appeal of the product. Ask them to benchmark it against products that suit their
aesthetic taste.

● In a review, discuss the product aesthetics with artists, designers, and critiques.

�is tool is prepared by Anirudha Joshi, IIT Bombay. It can be downloaded from
http://www.idc.iitb.ac.in/~anirudha/ugt.htm. It is continuously under improvement. Following
papers related to this tool have been published:

● Joshi A., Usability Goals Setting Tool, 4th Workshop on So�tware and Usability
Engineering Cross-pollination: Usability Evaluation of Advanced Interfaces (EVAL 2009),
Uppsala, Sweden in conjunction with INTERACT 2009
http://wwwswt.informatik.uni-rostock.de/EVAL/program

● Joshi A., Sarda N.L. (2011) Do Teams Achieve Usability Goals? Evaluating Goal
Achievement with Usability Goals Setting Tool. In: Campos P., Graham N., Jorge J.,
Nunes N., Palanque P., Winckler M. (eds) Human-Computer Interaction – INTERACT
2011. INTERACT 2011. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 6946. Springer, Berlin,
Heidelberg https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-23774-4_26
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